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The Subcommittee Charge

• Convene a joint panel with BERAC to examine the issue of computational

models for GTL, including:

• How progress could be accelerated through targeted investments in

applied mathematics, and

• How computer science can be incorporated to meet the needs of

computational biology.

• The joint panel should consider whether the current ASCR long-term goal

is too ambitious, given the status and level of buy-in from the community.

• It needs to consider what is happening in the computational-science and

life-sciences communities. It should discuss possible intermediate goals

that might be more relevant to the two programs.

• And it should identify the key computational obstacles to developing

computer models of the major biological understandings necessary to

characterize and engineer microbes for DOE missions, such as biofuels

and bioremediation.
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Overall Plan of Attack

• Organizational and Framing Meeting (8/6/07)

• Teleconference (mid 9/07)

• Two Day Community Input Meeting at Planned for

early October at the Moore Foundation in the Bay Area

(~10/04/07)

• Writing Meeting/Teleconference (mid 10/07)

• Report Concurrence Teleconference (11/07)

• Reporting out at the November ASCAC and BERAC

meetings.



Observations from the First Meeting

• Both BER and ASCR need a common set of explicit science

goals to drive advances in bioinformatics, computational and

theoretical biology and and the associated high-throughput

experimental techniques in systems biology

• The existing PART Performance Target is not an ideal goal as

currently stated since it is somewhat vague and not focused on

a scientific outcome

• Also progress towards the existing PART Performance Target

is also not easily measured

• The recent shifting of the BER agenda to nearer term bioenergy

research may make it more difficult to focus on basic joint

goals



Genes ! Proteins ! Cell Networks ! Cells !

Populations ! Communities ! Ecosystems



Microbial Cell Modeling an Example of one

Approach

• There are many groups building models of cells at
different levels of abstraction

• Significant progress has been made in the last 17 years
on extending flux balance methods to whole genomes

• The state-of-the-art reconstruction now boasts over
1200 reactions incorporated into the model and is now
covering nearly 70% of metabolic genes and
increasing fraction of other cellular functions

• Soon it will be possible to semi-automatically produce
100’s of reconstructions from existing microbial
genomes



Source: EcoCyc



17 Years of Progress in FBA Model

Development

Molecular Systems Biology 3 Article number: 121

doi:10.1038/msb4100155

Published online: 26 June 2007



Prokaryotic Intracellular Environment –

Gel Like Media

• 100 nm3

• 450 proteins

• 30 ribosomes

• 340 tRNA molecules

• Several long mRNAs

• 30,000 small organic
molecules

• 50,000 Ions

• Rest filled with water 70%

From: David Goodsell, The Machinery of Life



Hierarchical Modeling in Biological Systems

• Genetic Sequences

• Molecular Machines

• Molecular Complexes and

modules

• Networks + Pathways

[metabolic, signaling,

regulation]

• Structural components

[ultrastructures]

• Cell Structure and Morphology

• Extracellular Environment

• Populations and Consortia etc.



In Quest of

the Minimum Genome
• What are the Smallest number of

genes needed to create a viable
organism?

• Free living on a rich, but defined
culture medium

• Experimentally determined
essential genes

• Bacillus subtilis ~300 CDS

• Escherichia coli ~400 CDS

• Reduced organisms in nature

• Mycoplasma ~500

• Nanoarchaea ~400

• Bioinformatics predicts a
conserved core

• ~200-400 CDS



Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:448–456



Modeling of Simple Microbial Communities

• Many environmental metagenomics projects have
identified modest sized microbial communities in
novel environments

• Dozens of Studies have been done and hundreds are being
planned

• Reconstruction of these communities (genomic,
proteomic, metabolic) has begun

• When the diversity is small, it is possible to essentially
sequence the dominate organisms without culturing

• In addition there are well studied model communities
that can serve as laboratory models for development
(e.g. Winogradsky columns, biofilms, etc.)



Acid Mine Drainage Sediment Community

World J Microbiol Biotechnol (2007) 23:15–21



Yellowstone Microenviroments

Geobiology (2005), 3, 211–227



Extending the Models to Include the

Environment is Key to Progress



Emergent Biogeography of Microbial

Communities in a Model Ocean

SCIENCE VOL 315 30 MARCH 2007

Michael J. Follows,1* Stephanie Dutkiewicz,1 Scott Grant,1,2 Sallie W. Chisholm3



The Subcommittee is Focusing on a Short List of

Exemplar Goals for Consideration

• Possibilities so far considered include:

• Microbial Communities Associated with Carbon

Sequestration

• Microbial Communities Associated with Bioremediation

• Communities Associated with Cellulose Degradation

• A Synthetic Model Cell that Can be used for analysis of what

needs to be measured for systems identification.



Predictive Modeling and Simulation

• Goal: Develop Integrated

predictive models relating cell
processes, phenotypes and
response to environment

• Predictive Models

• Metabolism

• Transport

• Regulation

• Signaling

• Replication

• Development

• Motility

• Databases

• Sequences and Expression

• Phenotypes and Imaging

• Bioinformatics

• Annotation and Informatics

• Network and Model
Reconstruction

• Modeling Targets

• Model Organisms

• Diverse Organisms

• Limited Communities

• Natural Communities



An Integrated View of Modeling, Simulation,

Experiment, and Bioinformatics
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Challenges for Cell and Ecosystem

Simulation
• Modeling cells rivals the

complexity of climate and

earth systems models

• Multiple space and time scales

• Millions of interacting parts

• Populations of cells to

understand emergent behavior

• Integrated modeling necessary

to advance theory in systems

biology

• Cell modeling and systems

biology could be a driver for

Petascale computing and

beyond


